Fuel your digital business with better decisions and faster, smarter actions using TIBCO® Connected Intelligence.

TIBCO helps organizations enhance their competitive edge with an insights-driven culture enabling all users to develop insights from any data anywhere, deliver them in real time, and automate actions to make better decisions and take faster action. Our integrated portfolio of market leading analytics solutions combines ease of use with analytic depth and governance to grow with your organization as your needs evolve.

**VISUAL ANALYTICS**

 Quickly and easily generate and deliver high-value insights with AI-driven visual analytics and dashboards. *TIBCO Spotfire* visualization, a recognized market leader in smart data discovery, data wrangling, geospatial analytics, and one-click predictive analytics, scales to enable everyone with insights for business decision-marking.
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
Scale data science throughout your organization to solve your biggest challenges and drive innovation. TIBCO Spotfire® Data Science (formerly Alpine Data) provides data scientists with a web-native, social collaboration interface to bring together the broader analytics community and manage projects. The TIBCO Statistica™ Platform provides data scientists with a design time environment and reusable templates that can be easily deployed with industry-leading model management, monitoring, and governance to deliver insights the organization can understand, trust, and act on.

MACHINE LEARNING
Automate analytical models with algorithms that iteratively learn from data and optimize performance. With machine learning algorithms for big data available in both Spotfire Data Science and Statistica, you can put your computers to work finding new patterns and insights without explicitly programming them where to look.
STREAMING ANALYTICS
Take action on business events in real time by applying analytics and predictive models to live data. Award winning TIBCO StreamBase® Streaming Analytics helps you quickly build and deploy streaming applications so operating systems can score data, make decisions at high speed, and orchestrate action using TIBCO BusinessEvents® Streaming Analytics Engine.

ENTERPRISE REPORTING
Modernize your enterprise reporting platform and cost-effectively deliver pixel-perfect reports with TIBCO Jaspersoft® Reporting. Deliver critical insights throughout the organization by generating reports against virtually any data source and distributing at scale for up to 80% less than traditional BI tools.
EMBEDDED ANALYTICS
Deliver insights in context of the business applications employees already use. Jaspersoft embedded BI is built with developers in mind, taking an API-first approach and building on open standards to give you the power and flexibility to embed dashboards and reports into your applications the exact way you want them.

DATA CATALOG
Help analytic users quickly and easily find related data important to their analysis with TIBCO Spotfire® Data Catalog. The catalog uses AI to search, find, and index related data sources including relational databases, data lakes, and unstructured data.
DATA VIRTUALIZATION
Overcome data bottlenecks and provide your organization with the data needed to unleash insights with the TIBCO® Data Virtualization Platform (formerly Composite Software). This platform allows you to build and manage virtualized datasets and IT-curated data services with breakthrough speed and cost effectiveness.

MASTER DATA
Enable your organization with insights and decisions they can trust with visual master data management. With a configurable data steward dashboard, the TIBCO® MDM System enables administrators to create custom views and track attribute data quality, automatically receive data quality scores, automate address cleansing, and publish records into an in-memory database for fast access and query.